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CHAPTER I 
INTHODUCti'ION AND STATElVIENT OF' THE PROBLEM 
The present study is concerned with the philosophy, 
therapeutic methodology and current status of language 
rehabilitation for the cerebro-vascular accident. 
Increasing empho:tsis on rehabilit::;~.tion medlcine1 Ets 
well as reported increase of incidence of cerebro-vascular 
2 
accident in the general population makes such an investiga-
tlon pE-Jrtinent at this time. 
The general problem of rehabilitation is, in a sense, 
the result of the great advances snd achi.evements of medical 
science. The problem was stated by Herbert W. Parks, M. D., 
in an address given in 1960: 
The fact that in modern medicine death is being con-
verted to long-term illness and dtsabili ty ln :Lncreasing 
numbers is the very basis for heightened interest in the 
general concepts of rehabili t:.;.tion.j 
A figure glven in 1958 placed the number of Amer:i.cans 
suffering from chronic disability at 28,000,000 with every 
1Howard L\. Rusk, Hehv.J:?J..Ji tat:1,.Q,U Med.l_cJ,D.§. ( :3t. Louis: 
C. V. Mosby Co., 1958), p. 17. 
2Paul Dudley Hhi te, et al., Heha'bJli_t_;').:L\.Qn gf. .the 
Cardiovas..QulJ:ar Pntie11.t. (New York: r;rcGrm~J~Hill Co., Blal<::lston 
Division, 1958), p. 29. 
3
nel1abj,litfltion Literature, Vol. XXI, No. 12 (December, 
1960), p. ~85 citea. by Herbort 1-J. P::1rks, in "Proceedings of 
the Fifth Annual North Carolina Conference on Handicapped 
Children, Devoted to Rehabilitation of the Physically Dis-
abled," 1960. 
2 
indlcation that the number v'lill steadily increase with popfll-
L~ 
latlon growth. 
About 250,000 persons are disabled yearly, 88 per cent 
by chronic disease. In 1959 the Office of Vocational Rehabil-
itation reported returning 81,000 workers to competitive 
employment. '11hey estimate the average rehe.bil:i. tated vJorker 
pays more in taxes on the average in four years than it 
r.: 
costs to rehabilitate him.~ 
In a study published in 1959, nnehabilitation Centers 
':P.oday, 11 the s:i.xty-tr:ro centers in tl1e United Sto.tes reporting 
caseloads for the year 1958 gave the total caseload as 
53,247. Cardio-vascular accident was listed under the 
category "post-natal brain damage" and this category accounted 
fo~C' 12 per cent of the to:·;al served. r.rhis was the second 
largest category in terms of per cent of those served. 6 
A San Francisco ::>tudy init:tatecl in 1957 listed papa-
lytic conditions includlng those from stroke as ranking 
third ln ter:ns of greatest unmet need for services and 
4 
Husk, .QQ. eit .. , p. 18. 
~ 
.::>Robert D. T,-Jright, 11 Hehabilitat1on--A New Dimension ln 
Hedicine·;1 11 J. Megjc::;l Jig.ucatlon, 35:10: 976-80, October, 
1960. 
6
Henry Hedky, Hehabili tati on CeJJte':-'S T,Q.day.: fl. ReporJ; . 
.Qn ~ O·gerations. of 12. Centers l.n th~ Pn11.{ill. States gn.Q. 
Canada, Rehabilitation .service Serial No. L!-90, United States 
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, United ~3tates Superin-
tendent of Documents (VJashington: Government Print:l.ng Office, 
1959). 
3 
facili tie~. A medically· based setting for such serv1.ces t...ras 
7 recommended. 
I. STATEMENT OF 'l1HE }>ROBLEr1 
It is the purpose of this investig.'1 t ion to examin~ll"~ 
the theoretical and methodol0gical developments in the field 
of aphasi~, to examine therapeutic applications of such 
researeh and clinical material to the language rehabilitation 
of cerebro-vascular accide~t patients, and to examine a number 
of existing language rehabili tat ton programs in tbe lif;lit :..If 
recent developments. 
II. HECENT S1rUDIES 
The objectives of rehabilitation have been stated by 
Dr. Hmi\Tard A. Husk, Chalrman of the Department of .Phys1cal 
Medicine and Rehabilitation, New York University-Bellevue 
I'iedical Center as follows: 
The first objective is to eliminate the physical dis-
ability if that is possible; the second, to reduce or 
alleviate the disability to the greatest extent possible; 
and the third, to retrain the person with a residual 
physical disability to live and work within the limits
8 of the disability but to the hilt of his capabilities. 
A recent publlc;tion on the complete handling of the 
cerebro-vascular accident patient by Doctors \\/hi te, Husk, 
7 San E.r..ru:J~ Doc.iQJ:§.' .&in t? .. d on Q om..m~ ,Ne e.fui an.Q. 
Resources 1n Health ~d HerJabj.litatlon, Community Health 
Services Committee, Health Council, United Community Fund of 
San Francisco (September, 1957). 
8 
Husk, .Q.Q. ell;,., p. 7. 
Lee, and valliams stress the need to evaluate the following 
for eo,ch case: 9 
1. Medical history. 
2. Hesul ts of medical, neurologj.cal, labori:1.tory, 
and diagnostic tests. 
J. Physical capacity, particularly ability to perform 
the acti vitj.es essential to daily living. 
4. Ability to communicate--to write, to speak, to 
understand, and to use lDJJr;uag._..,e,_..,__ _____________ ----:-_~ 
~-~-----------..5-.---rP~s-y-c---,l'1'o"l'o-g--;i-c~al and/ or p syo h :la trio e xami nations • 
6~ Social and vocational status. 
! 
I 
:Such an evaluatlon is considered basic to 11 providing 
the patient with the opportun:t ty to reach his maximum level 
of function and to live the best life he can l~Vith1n the 
1 . it · f · d b h" '~i nlO 1m s, 1.· any, 1mpose y 1s ~ sease. 
In oases whc~re communioatlve handicaps are found, 
pure-tone Etudiometrio sweep-test arJd the Halstead·-1ifepman 
Aphasia .Screening 1'est are administered. ·vJep,nan 's diagnostic 
classification is used as well as a functional classification 
of langw:tge developed by 'raylor and Narx. 
The authors state: 11 These two classifications aid in 
predicting the; success of retraining and provtde a nBthod of 
objectively evaluating the results of speech therapy. 1111 
A very short r(~sume of methodology for rehabilitation 
of comrnun1cccJ,tion for aphasics is given along with the comment: 
9\.Vhi te, et. al., QQ. gll., p. 28. 
10 .Thid., p. 27. 
11 
.lbig .. , p. l}6. 
Aphasia, which is commonly present when the patient's 
dominant cerebral hemisphere is invol\~ed, presents one 
of the most difficult oroblems in all rehabilitation. 
At present, ther•apy isc far from satisfactory, but despite 
this it should be initiated early and carried out until 
the patfent has achieved his maximal level of funct:icne.l 
speech.-2 
'J~he authors also quote an evaluative study of speech 
therapy for 1S~9 aphasic Etnd 73 ctysarthric patients wbose 
handicaDs were the result of cerebral vascular disease. 
M. L. 'l:a.ylor ::md n. Harks, who d:td the study, are reported 
as having found seven per cent of the aphasics achieved excel-
lent results and twenty-two per cent achieved good results. 
~rhe ma,jori ty of the total t1t.Tenty-nine per cent had e:xpresslve 
apha.sia. 13 
A study by Corbin published in 1951 describes the pro-
gram ·of f3peech therapy at the Aphasia Center, Veterans 
Hospital, Long Beach, Cal1.fornia, under the direction of Dr. 
J. M. Nielson, The patients were principally cardio-vascular 
accident and the significant finding pertained to the sig-
nifioantly greater progress made by the younger patients in 
contrast to the older ones. 14 
Another recent study published in 1953 by 3chuell 
describes specific therapeutic techniques in the language 
12I.L i ~ 
--!LJ2-·' p. 93. 
l3Ibid., pp. 102-03. 
ll..f.filaria Lennon Corbin, "Group Speech •n1erapy fox' f-t!otor 
Aphasia and Disarthria? 11 JO...lJJ'n.l?.,J-. of §.P.~_t;LQh a:nd .tlf:J.:lr.J.rlk"- J2.:Ui-
.R.rder.§, I 0'laroh, 1951J, 2l~Jlf. 
6 
rehabilitation program at the Minnesota Veterans Hbspital. 
She concludes that intensive auditory stimulation such as 
she describes in detail leads to greater and faster language 
recovery in expressive aphasia patients than do methods 
which do not emphasize this aspect of retr·aJ.ning. 1 .5 
.Some d.egree of language disfunction may be expected 
follow·ing cerebro-vascular accident involving the domlnant 
hemisphere. 1'hese symptoms fall into th~l bros.d descrlpti ve 
terms aphasia or dysarthria. 
Before defining these terms in any detall it will be 
necessary to examine some of the basic research done in the 
field as well as the classifications of disfunction that have 
been offered. However, a working definition has been offered 
by Joseph ~,.Jepman Nhich is acceptable regardless of the par-
ticular approach to the problem. 
i~phasia is any langu;J.ge problem resul t:l.ng from 
o~('ganlc disturbance of cortical tissue in which the 
defect is not due to faulty innervation crf the muscu-
lature, disfunction of perj_fieral sense organs~ or 
gerl'-31'8.1 mental deficiency. rrhe language problem 
manifests itself in the areas of symboltzation, compre-
hension, and reproduction of concepts.l> 
------
15 - Hildred .Schuell, V:lrginla Carroll, and Barbara 
Stansell Street, n Clinical Treatment of Aphasia, I! ~ of 
SpeecJ:l and I·Ieari;nz. Disorders, XX (March, 1955), 43-53. 
16 Joseph r1. 1-!epman, Becoyer~ from j).P£1asj,a (New York; 
rrhe Honald Press Company, 1951), p. 4. 
7 
r:J~his d.efini tion follows quite closely the first applica-
tion of the tnrm by Trousseau in 1861 when he said, "Aphasia 
is the loss of speech due to cerebral lesion exclusive of 
that due to pa:ralysis of the muscles concerned t~Ji th speech 
and exclu.sive of dementia." 17 
Another operc:1.tional deflnitlon has been given by 
Eisenson: 
Aphasic disturbances are lmpairments tn the ability 
of the individual to behave appropriately :\.n situations 
wh'tch involve a significant amount of symbolization. 
The defects are manifest to some degree in internal 
~ymbo?- p~oce:~es (~hj_nking), a~ v.r~~l ~:s .. in extiBnal 
symbol pr oceDoes (.::.peaking, reuding 1 \'.ir.l. ting). 
] '1 
·A. Trousseau, De ~-~sia, Cliniaue Hec'U,_gal, first 
edition, 1862, cited by Joseph 'vJepman, .Q.Jl. ci.:t,., p. )6. 
l8J 1., .. , ,.. 1 t (N y k rnh on !.isenson, l~ZllJ1J1.rJJ,_:ug, .LQ.r. hnt1as ia ew or : 1 e 
Psychological Corporation, 1954), p. 1. 
HEVIi~b! OF THE HI::)TOHY Ol< BELA'l1E:D RESE:AHCH 
~rhe literature on aphasia goes back to the beginning 
of the nineteenth century and includes the writings of a 
filuch of the early vvork was anatomical in nc.ture, based on 
post-mortem investigation, and approached from the point of 
view of localization of function. Later a more physiological 
and. psychological :tnterpretatlon of the phenomena was developed 
although anatomical localization continued to be investigated 
by other workers. 
'l1bis review of the 11 terature has a twofold purpose: 
(1) to summarize the main development of the body of knowl-
edge and the related theoretical conclusions in the area of 
aphasia, and (2) to serve as a background for understancUng 
and ev<lluating therapeutic techniquGs which have been based 
on these :i.nve:::.;tigat:i.ons e.nd. interpretD.tions of the anatomical, 
physiological, and psychological aspects of language dis-
function. 
I. HISTOB.ICAL DEVELOPt1l1:NT OF 'l'HE i\NA'l,OfHCAL AP·)fWAGH 
J. B. Nielsen cites the Frenchman, Narc Da.x, as making 
the first observation that persons afflicted with loss of 
express:tve language and hemiplegia usually suffered right 
9 
rather than left hemiplegia, and notes Dax's article published 
in presenting his case findings and his conviction that the 
anatomlc structure serving speech r,11as located in the left 
side of the brain. 1 
In 1825 Bouillard had published his opinion that tho 
faculty of language was located in the frontal lobe, and in 
1861 Broca offered evidence that such localization was more 
specifically located at the base of the third left convolu-
tion. 2 Broca's associate, Trousseau, departed from such nar-
row localiz::-J.tion on the basls of several aphasic ps-ttients 
whom he found, u:oon autopsy, to nave lestons on the left 
tempor·al and left par:iett:tl lobes. 3 Nielsen credits Trousseau 
as responsible for the firJal acceptance of the term §Qhasi§.. 
(Greek meaning speechlessness). 4 
1\ worl{ very important to the eGtabllshing of sensory 
aphasta on an anatomical bclsis ~vas published ln 187Li. by 
~ 
Wernicke in Breslau.~ Wernicke's article was based on 
anatomical material in vJhich he described the language 
symptoms as sensory aphasla, and located varl ous nnatom:loal 
centers as being responsible for Buch functicns as motor, 
sensory, a~n.d concept format:1. on. 'I1h1s lvorli. war:: used as a 
1 
Johannes I1. l"Helsen, Agnos:lll, .£W..r§;.;;\:ia, .fu;?jla..l1.1Jl, }ll.ei;r 
Valu,e if.l Qer§bral I~ocaJ,izatio;n (second edition; Nev..r York; 
Paul B. Hoeber, Inc., 19h?), pp. 1-2. 
2 ·· · 2 3 I · L~ ·r id ..l.hiQ.., p. • ....P .. L<l· _JJ.........,.. 
basis for V!Jrious diagrams of "centerstt by such men as 
Baginsky nnd Lichtheim. 6 
10 
Llepmann in 1900 demonstrated that apraxia (that dis-
funct:i. on of language in which comprohens ion re'na1ns intact 
but performance of the intended langu:3.,ge act is impossible) 
was a motor nhenomenon.7 
S. E. Henschen8 analyzed 1, 500 cases utilizj. ng a 
great deal of the av.9.ilable autopsy literature. In these 
analyses be gave the clinical symptom description and the 
anatomical flndingf> on autopny. i~ number of these co.ses are 
presented by Niolsen in his chapter entitled 11 '.rhe i:::videnoe 11 
and represent a highly detailed and spc::cific localizaU.onist 
approach to the subject of language disfunction due to lesion. 9 
II. J. M. NIELSEN 
Nielsen, a neurologist in this country, found such a 
lack of inter::;st in cerebral localizat1on in 1936 that he 
published his work himself. However, it was well received, 
and the second edition !NEtS published :l.n 191f.6. Nielsen notes 
in the preface of his fj.rst edition that b.e was greatly 
'I) . ] 10 interested in a monograph by xotz. appearing in 1928 which 
dealt with focal lesions and local:t.zatlon in the second 
/ 
0 lbid ---·' p. 5. 7- i . J:J;;l._q_.' p. 6. s_~'l·, p. 11 • 
91.bJc1. ' p. 120. lOI9.1£l.. , p. vii. 
stage of cerebral integration, and it was Nielsen's intent 
to extend this idea further. 
11 
Nielsen assumes the existence of "engrams" (memory 
traces or pictures) as basic to cortj.cal functioning. 'J~hese 
appear to be quite specifically located in the cortex and 
are the result of the "storing of memory pictures" of sounas 
and words. 11 He defines three basic cortical functions 
involved in language: .§.ngnosJ,.§., the :recognition of sounds 
or auditory symbols and its pathloglcal counterpart agnosis, 
the loss of this functlon; ,eupraxia, the ability to respond 
rwith certain motor mechanisms tn an associative way to an 
idea for purposes of' expressing an idea in language. rrhis 
has 1ts pathological counterpart in a.Qra;{;£:18:. (also called 
.mo:tor a:gba§.ia). He reserves the word au-qhasi.@. for the 
ability to integrate and comprehend and express in language 
the cignificance of symbols utilized for communication. 
111he pa thologio counterpart of !!.4:Qbas1§. he terms ,?,uha§lf!. 12 
Speaking physiologica-lly Nielsen postulates "two 
levels of integration: primary perception and eugnosia.u 13 
If primary perception is loGt the organism is deaf; 
if the second function is lost the result is agnosi~. Speak-
ing anatomically he postulates the difference still holds 
true: 
11 
l'Qi.Q. .• ' p. 25. 
12Ibid., p. 12. 13Ibid., p. 25. 
12 
The anatomic sites concerned in the storage of these 
memories (the development of engrams) are not the same 
for both • • • 
The anatomic sites of formation of en¥z,:ams of words 
·§is"i<iUfferent from that for other sounds. 
Nielsen considers his approach to the study of aphasia 
an anatomical-physiological approach, in l<lfhich there are 
specific functior1s. However, he feels that for the sig-
nificance of words to be comprehended, the greater part of 
the cerebral cortex is involved because of the complex 
assocj.ations involved. For this reason he states: 11 In 
other words, there cannot be such a center as a vJord ... meaning 
center. ul.5 
Nielsen discusses transcortical motor aphasia in 
which the patient cannot say anything spontaneously, but can 
16 repeat what he is told to say, and transcortical sensory 
aphasia in which case the patient can parrot what he hears 
but without comprehension of the wo:r'ds. 17 Alexia18 (reading 
disfunction) and ag;ra~hia19 (writing disfunction) are dis-
cussed in terms of specin.c anatomlcal involvement. 
Nielsen concerns himself with the division of language 
into a heirarchy of funct1on. His term agnosia he calls a 
14~., p. 25. 15~., p. 26. 16Ib" -~·· p. 66. 
17 Ibid., p. 70. 18IpiQ..' p. 33. 19 Ibid. , p. 37. 
---
13 
disturbance of recognition. ':Vhis represents a lower order of 
function than does his term anhasia vvhich he calls a dis-
turbance in recall or reminisoence. 20 He states there is 
still a third and higher order of language-- 11 the hierarchy 
of semantioa and calculation.» 21 For this highest function 
he accepts Head 1 s term .§emau.tio aphasj,a. 22 
III. HLYPOIUCAL DEVELOPNEWr OJ? THE PSYCHOLOGICAL AP:F'HOACH 
Heference to sorne of the neurologists in this field 
as 'tpsychological" in their point of view concerning aphasia 
does not imply that these men were not directly concerned 
with anatomical and physiological aspects of the subject. 
It implies only that their orientation attempted to integrate 
the psychological and functional aspects of the subject with 
the anatomical and physiological aspects, as distinct from 
the work of other neurologists whose interest and point of 
view was focused more exclusively on the morphologlcal, 
antomical, and. physiological aspects of the subject. 
Slnce the therapeutic principals we are investigatlng 
are based on the functlonal and psychological a;:;pects of 
these men's investigation.s, little mention will bo made of 
20Ib'd ~•• p. ?2. 22~. and Append1x C, p. 72. 
14 
the anatomical and morphological basis from which they 
worked. 
IV. NAJOB. CONTHIBUTIONS 
Hug,hlin&9 Japlt§..QD.. Dr. Hughline;s Jackson, a neu~C'olo ... 
gist 1-Jorking in England o .. urlng the last half of the nine-
teenth century and '?U':iiishing between 1861 and 1909, is funda-
mental to much of the work in aphasia from the functional and 
psychological point of view. 
Jackson was deeply influenced by the writings of 
Herbert Spencer, especially the broad principle of Evolution-
Dissolution as applied to neurological functioning. He 
postulated that the ''most voluntary and special faculties of 
the nervous system were the most recently evolved, and these 
suffer first and most 1123 in the case of disease or :l.njury. 
DissoJ.ution he considered the opposite of Q.Yolutj..QJ.b and 
felt it might be a principal useful for classification and 
methodical investigation of diseases of the brain. 
Jackson was careful to distinguish the anatomico-
physiological aspect of cortical function from the psycho-
logical aspect. ll.n example of this appears in his hypoth-
esis: 
23James Taylor (ed.), Selected ~ri~ Qf .~ohn 
Hughlinas JQ..CkHon, Vol. I (London: Hodder and Stronghton, 
1931)' p. 3?. 
In most people the left side of the left side of 
the brain is the leading (motor) side, and the right 
side is the automatic (motor) side. 'Symptoms of 
aphasia are, on their 2~na tomico-psysi ological side, disorders of motion.• 
In regard to localization, Jackson said: 
'l'he substrata of mente.tion are sensori-motor pro-
cesses. The psychical, like the physical processes of 
15 
the nervous system, can only be functions 0 ~.-f_c_o_m--=p'---l_e_,x_· _______ ~~--il-----------,c-o-nrir:tmrt-j:-u:ns-of mo-t-or and sensory nerves. "'-..J 
The highest n~rvous processes are potentially the 
whole organism.26 
'rhe question of the existence of 11 nervous centers for 
word memo:rles 11 El.p"()eared to Jacks on to arise from confus :ton 
in terminology. 'rhe problem was not that the phrase repre-
sented something untrue. Hather, the phrase was used as if 
such centeps ·Nere anatomical or physiological realities, 
when actually the phrase represented a mixture of morpho-
logical and psychological terms. To avoid such confusion, 
he states: "Sensory-motor processes are the physlcal side 
or anatomical r;;ubstruct;ure of mental states. n 2 7 
Jackson felt that the so-called. higher centers for 
memory of words hD.d evolved out of the lower centers for the 
movement of words, and that they r·epresentecl the same body 
muscles but in more elaborate associatlons--k highly special 
2ltl_bid. , p. 39. 
26.lli.!l., p. 4'7. 
25_Jbig., p. LJ.). 
27Ibid. • p. Lr,9. 
16 
nervous arrangement. n 28 Thus these substrata for ~11ords and 
images of' objects Nere felt to be sensori-motor in nature. 29 
It follows that loss of movements or faculties was from the 
special and voluntary to the general and automatic,3° and in 
the case of damage the patient is thus reduced to a more or 
less automatic oondition. 31 
Hegarding the representation of parts of the body by 
nervous centers, Jackson goes back to hts nx-inciple of evolu-
tion and states his belief that the central nervous system, 
particularly the cerebral system, "consists of three layers, 
lowest, middle, and highest, and that these respectively 
represent, rerepresent, and re-rerepresent all pr:1rts of the 
body.n3 2 If we speak only of the correlative cells and 
fibers of the centers that correspond to each psychical 
state, we are giving only the morphological account. \~hen 
t.-Je speak of the cells and fibers that make up the "sans ori-
motor-nervous arrang;ements representing (re-rerepresenting) 
irnpres si ons and rnovements of parts of the boc1y" 33 11-Je are 
giving a physiological account of correlatlve psychical 
process. 
28 
lb1r~. , p. _50. 2 91.1ll..9-. • , p. 60. JOibid __ ., p. 6). 
31 IbtQ.., p. 64. J 2l.l2.!.d • ' Vol. II, p. 99. 
JJib~d. ' p. 100. 
- ------
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Jackson carefully differentiated speech regarding its 
emotional and propositional aspects.34 He considered loss 
of speech as the loss of power to propositionalize35 rather 
than a loss of words.36 In regard to describing these two 
kinds of loss, he insisted on careful, un-mixed use of 
terminology. 
In the case of language Ne have loss of certain 
nervous arrangements in the cerebrum with its concomi-
tant psychical loss, and h1 the case of immobility of 
articulators we have loss of function of nervous arr•ange-
ments in the medulla oblongata which possess no psychical 
comcomitants. In the former case it is not simple language 
which is affected, but rather language as rep:r•esentative 
of more complex voluntat'Y actions .37 
Jackson rnatnta:tned that language was one of the 
symbols of mentatlon,38 and must be understood in this 
deeper context in order to understand what has happened 
when degrees of disfunction are manifest. 
\<Jas publ lshed in German in 1891, and represents one of 11is 
early ' 1 pre~psycholanalytic 11 publicat1ons. He approached 
aphasia as a neurologist and adrnttted to be:i.ng deeply 
influenced by the work of Hughlings J·c:wkson. 
Freud's point of departure is from VJernicke 1 s and 
Meynert 1 s assumptions of the role of 11 centers 11 in the cere-
bral cortex. Frend summarized W~ernicke • s theory as fallows~· 
---~-------·~· 
34Ib~., Vol. II, p. 159. 
36 37 l.12.1Q.. J9.i.Q..' p. 199. 
3 5l.l?JJ1. ' p. 160. 
381..121Q..' p. 210. 
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According to him (Hern:lcke), there are certain fairly 
well defined areas in the cortex, such as Broca's and 
lv~ernicke 1 s areas, the nerve cells of which contain the 
lm.ages (impressions) essential to the process of speech. 
'Jlhese images are residues of impressions which reach 
the brain via the visual or auditory nerves~ or which 
originate as sensations of innervation or of perceptions 
of movements carried out in the act of speaking. Depend-
ing on their origin from one of these sources, they lie 
together in the cerebral cortex; one area is assumed to 
contain.all 1glosso, kinaesthetic word images or impres-
1!----~-~~~~-:G~.t-e-ns----.---1-J--9'---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
l-i'reud disClwsed some of the anatomical advances that 
produced evidence contradictory to some of the basic assump-
tions of thfJ e&,rly localizationists. An example he gave v11as 
the recEmt work that has been done regarding the importance 
of the pyramidal tract. LJ,O Such worl{ he felt, threw doubt on 
the theory of the highly dominant role of the cerebral cortex, 41 
and made questionable the 11 assurnption of a projection of the 
lp 
body into the cortex in any strict sense. 11 G 
Freud rejected the notion of physiological speech 
centers. He felt that there were centers for tho visual and 
auditory nerves and for the motor organs of speech since "their 
extent is defined by the anatomical fact of the termination 
of the sensory nerves and the orig:i.n of the pyramidal tract 
in. circumscribed areas of the cortex. 1143 
39Sigmund li'reud, Qn J1phas.~~. (Net'l' York: International 
Universities Press, 1953), p. 2. 
40 41 
Ibid., p. l.t9. lQiQ.., p. 50. 
l}Jib;bti •• p. 66. 
l.f,2 Tihh'i'i" / ,'Jl 
~· 
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Freud felt that no such actual centers comparable to 
those found to exist for visual and auditory nerves as well 
as those for motor aspects of speech exist for the speech 
associations, slnce speech associatlon has no direct rela-
tion to the periphery of the body. He saj_d: ":3peech simply 
lacks comparable projection f:tbres. 1144 
The motor aspect of speech, Freud pointed out, did 
have special pathways to the periphery. It is the Glore 
general speech apparatus that has no afferent or efferent 
pathways of its own. Since it is the more general speech 
apparEltus th.s~.t is involved in s.phas ia, "aphas if.ot still re:nal:ns 
t i ] . ], 11 
1+ .5 a cor ca_ pr1enomenon. 
The speech area is a continuous cortical region 
within which the assoc1atlons and tr•ansmissions under-
ly.ing the speech funct.ions are taking
4
gJ.ace; they a:ce 
of a complexity beyond comprehension. 
Ho~'ll'ever, Freud felt that the anatomical area for 
speech probably covered the same area as that postulated by 
Wernicke in his first paper, but he "refused to localize the 
psychic elements of the speech process in s:9ecified. areas 
• .t-~7 within this region. 
Thus, the speech centers are, in our view, parts of 
the cortex which may claim psychological but no special 
phys 1 ological significance. lve feel ,just 1ficd j_n 
rejecting the differentiation between the so-called 
---·----·-· -·---· 
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center for cortical aphasias and that for the conduction 
aphasias, and we maintain that all aphasias ara inter-
ruptions of associations, i.e., of conduction. 8 
Preud distinguished between verbal aphasia, a dis-
tu~bance in association between wo~d concept and object con-
cept/i-9 and suggested the word ,?£nO§i~ to describe dis-
turbances ln the recogni tl on_Qf_o_hjB_c_t_s_._l:Le_dt_s_oJJs_s_e_d_s_o_me _____ _ 
symptom comb:l.nati.ons on a rather general level of localiza-
tion. 
Ii'or an explanat:l.on of many of the aphasic phenomena 
such as loss of more recently acquired language, as well as 
the symptom complex in which there is less loss of a series 
of words with 1.1iclespread associations than there is for E;j_ngle 
Nards hs.ving only few s.nd speclfic asBociations • Freud 8 .. ccepts 
the explanation put forth by Hughllngs J'ackson; namely, that 
of functional retrogresslon or 11 dls-involution.u50 According 
to this pr:l. nciplB, later acquired arrangements of assocj_at lon 
belong to a higher level of functioning, and will be lost 
even though e::1rlier, slmpler ones will be preserved. 
191+2 and ThEL Q;r:ganisnl, published in 1939, as well as a great 
deal more material dating back as far as 1905. Gold:3tein 
49 1J?1.Q.. J p. 78. 
---
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w-as a neurolog.lst t-vho had vmrked with the brs"in injured from 
the time of \/Jorld 1:Jar I and w'ho advocated a holistic approach 
to aphasia. 
Goldstein discusses the work of Broca and Wernicke as 
having become the "basis for the doctrine of circumscribed 
centers in the braiD to which def:lni te mental :functions tArere 
supposed to be related. 11 5l He states his m·m positlon that 
11 the facts allow only localization of .Q.§Le.ct?, but not 
locallzation of performance."52 
Although Goldstein feels there may be some one-to-one 
relat:lonships between certain sections of the periphery of 
the nervous system and certain areas in the cortex he says: 
.1\.nalysis of the d.efects j,n leslons of this part does 
not at all allow us to bring a circumscribed defect into 
relation to a circumscribed lesion, still less to 
locali~~ a definite performance in a definite group of 
cells. 
Goldstein summarizes his position on localization when 
he says: 
\vhether certaln symptoms will appear or not on 
account; of a local injury certainly depends on many 
factors other than locality; i.e., on the nature of 
the disease process, on the damage of D.ll or• only some 
structu:res of the cortex, on the condition of the rest 
of the brain, on indi vld.ual differences in cooperation 
of both hemispheres, on the state of circulation in 
general, on the functional reactions of the organism 
to the defect, on the
5
isycho-physical constitution of 
the personality, etc. 
5
1 
Kurt Goldstein, !tSt.n.r;~ .5.ll1<.l ~8:..WL...IJ.Q~ .Pi.s orders 
(New York: Grune and Stratton, 19L}8), p. lJ-5. 
52~., pp. 45-1+6. 53_Ibid., p. Li-6. 5l~.l.bid., p. l}9. 
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Localization, Goldstein feels, should be thought of 
within the context of a theory which regarcls symptoms 
related to local leslons as "consequences of a diminution of 
function of the brain matter, which finds its expression j,n 
a dedifferentiation of performance.n.55 
In regD.rd to cerebral dominance, Goldstein says he 
agrees ~'Ji th Nielsen "that the minor cerebral hemisphere 
assumes the :function of the rna jor.• role in l~.:mguage with 
great facility in some instances, v-1:t th d1.fficul ty in others 
and not at all in some persons.".56 
Dodifferentiat:Lo:n of performance is baE3tc to Goldsteln's 
point of view concerning symptoms, rmd has great signlflcance 
to him regarding diagnosis and therapy. Bather tl1.sn1 tr>::wing 
symptoms to a mass of sepsrate functlons, his methodologieal 
orient,<J.,tion "tries to umlerste.nd s;ymptoms in a more unified 
f 1 j It 57 asn.on. Such an orientatlon is bn.sec1 on dedJ.fferentlation 
(disintegration or regression to a lower level) of function. 
Sucll modificat:ton of function ts dencrirJed as follows: 
A lesion causes a rise in threshold and retardation of 
exc:ttatton. T'hus the tnd.ivl·1ual's receptivity ts reduced 
and it takes him longer to react. The stimulus may get 
through but not rema:tn steady--j_ t mt:J.y come c:md go--r;lnoe the 
threshold appears to change durlng stimulation. Also 
-----------------
5 -5Ibld · P. • l-1-9. ·---·' . 5
6nu,.Q.. , P. 50. .571.12Jc1., p. h. 
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stlmuh::tion of one part of the damaged field may influence 
the. performance of another part of the field. l:i:xci tat ion 
may get through but diffusely--i.e., it may soread abnormally 
and last an abnormally long time and influence subsequent 
perfonnemce rosul t i.ng :i.n persevero.t ions •. 58 
:~xternal stimuli acquire exaggerEited importance. ':rhis, 
according to Goldstein, is due to the reduction of inner 
procef3ses because of damage. Normally, he say:J, "an ind:i.-
vidual's reactions are determined by processes within the 
individual §.Pd. by the outer world stimuLi.. u59 vJhen an incU-
vidual is deprived of some of his inner functions due to loss 
of str•uctu:co, the~ external factor's determine hls react1ons to 
a greater than normr.1.1 extent. '.L'hus he a.ppears at one time 
easily distracted and at another time abnormally fixated. 
A third aspect of behavior mooJ.ficatlon has to do 
with disturbance of t:;he figure-ground relationship. Gold~· 
stein uses the term in the sense used in Gestalt, psychology 
but applies it specifically to nervous system function. Thus 
Goldstein thinks of performr~tnce ~·rhich implles proce;:;s in the 
circunmcribed area as "figure 11 itJhile the process :tn the rest 
of the nervous system--i.e., its prevailing state---is thought 
of as background o:c" 11 ground. 1t Concerning th:i.s Goldstein 
sa:ys: 
5Sibid l -·. p. -~. 
In normal performances the figure and ground pro-
oessr~s are in a definite relation. All damage in the 
nervous system, especially in the brain, dlsturbs this 
normal relation. 'rhe sharp differentiatlon between · 
figure and backgrouncl suffers, inducing a gen0~ral 
l::~vel:l.ng or intermingling of :figure and backgr•ound • • • 
We expect the 'figure' as the reaction to a definite 
stimulus, and the ~\ tlent may Emswer Hi th tho 'hack·w 
O"Y'QlJ.Vld • 1 it1'' ·tend 01""' "18 .• 8 tt"lG·. ~'"'(;.l.·'· ·j e·<>t· ro;.;~;r ~"-''T Y1nQ • t>·- .. u. , -~.:> -····· ...t..:'-"", r t)(Jv .... .JL,t.J .. .lt~~v ::av~~- ~'
instead of black, white • • • 
rules of disintegration" (diffusion, or loss of E:peolficity 
to a stimulus reaction) are basic to his therapeutic methods. 
One of the expressions of this dedifferentiation of 
function is manifest 1n the symptom of impairment of the 
abstract attitude. Hhen this is present, it is a qualita-
61 
tive c.ltstur•bance and uffects all performance to some extent. 
Goldstein ltsts a number of r>otentisJ.i ties to which the 
abs trc:JCt attitude is basic. These lnclude ~ 
1. Beginning a performance voluntarily or on demand. 
2. Shifting from one aspect to another' voluntarily. 
3. Keeping various aspects in mind simultaneously. 
LJ-. Grasping tr.l·'3 essentials of o. whole • 
.5. ':Phinking symbolically such as planning ahead. 
6. Detacl:ling ·V1G ego from the outs ide vwrld. 
All of these potentialities a:re more or less impaired 
given certain brain damage, Emd Golc1stej_n vwuld classify 
patients according to the presence or absence of this type 
0 -f' do n•a· o·~~ 62 _ u .. ~t t,v. 
60 
j;bj,Q..' p. 5· 
61
I:t>id., p. 3. 62 r• . " _q_:.~-.Q.. ' p. 0. 
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Goldstein points out that dedifferentiation of process 
does not destroy the ability to think, it merely modifies the 
way in which thoughts are dealt with. 
Just as the patient cannot deal ~d th objects in a 
conceptual frame of reference, so he can deal v'li th ideg9 
only as things that belong to an object or a si tua ti on 
--i.e., in a concrete way. 
'l'he abstract-concrete d-HTerent.::.tat1on exists on a 
gradient in vartous degrees. 6!-1- However, impairment of the 
abstract attitude has an effect upon concrete and learned 
activities which might be called automations. This is due 
to the fact that concrete skills which are normally stabilized 
by their dependence on the abstract setting, nov'J can be 
stabilized only by nrepeated exper:lences of usefulness in 
concrete situations. 11 65 
The abstract and concrete aspects of language are basic 
to the understanding of aphasic symptomatology and retraining, 
according to Goldstein. 
A second group of symptoms once removed from the effects 
of focal lesion, but directly influenced by them are those 
due to separation of an undamaged area from a damaged <:•.rea. 
These were called by Jackson "second~ry positive symptoms 11 
and involve the modifications of these processes 'lt>Thich are 
66 dependent upon those which have suffered some direct loss. 




64~. J p. ?. 
66Ibid. 
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A third group of symptoms,according to Goldstein, are 
those which may be due to the irritation of focal lesion on 
parts of the brain quite far removed from the lesion itself. 
These he calls indirect symptoms. 67 
A fourth group of symptoms 11 represent protective 
mechanisms against the effect of the defect on the total 
personality. u 68 rrhese mechanisms or behavior characteristics 
serve to help avoid the catastrophic situation which iB that 
situation due to more total disturbance of all behavior. It 
is noteworthy that Goldstein does not consider the catastrophic 
situations and the extreme liability of emotional reactions 
as simply the patient's reactton to experiencing inadequacy 
to the task. Hather he feels these behaviors are manifesta-
tions of the patient's capacity for success or failure to a 
69 . given task. ·rhe patterns of behavior which serve to pro-
teet B,gainst catastrophic disturbance may include such 
things as excessive orderliness or withdrawal.7° Both 
fatigue and perseveration, Goldstein feels, may be related 
to the catastrophic situation in that they may be st:r•ess-
producea.71 
Kurt Goldstein was oner :of the first neurologists to 
become involved with the symptoms of aphasia as they appeared 
67Ibid _., pp. 9-10. 
'10 Ibi~., pp. 13-J.Lt,. 
68~b14,., p. 11. 69Ibi~. 
71~., pp. 17-18. 
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in large numbers following t...rar injury. Thus his wealth of 
clinical rn:3. terial gave htm an oppo:Ptuni ty to record much 
information of great value to those involved in the language 
rehabilitation of such cases. 
His careful descriptions of behavior modifications 
given vd thin his conceptual framework of dedifferentia t1 on 
of function, his delineations regarding abstract-concrete 
performance and his descriptions of the catastrophic dis-
turbances and those mechanisms serving to protect aga1nst 
these disturbances serve as valuable contributions to the 
further development of language therapy for aphasia. 
f.Ienrx. H.qa(J.. In 1926 Henry Head's Aoha13ia §JJ.d KinQ.~cl 
PisorQ.er.~ of §.P...E;~!JQh was published in England. Two aspects 
of Head's work which were of particular significance were 
his clarlfication anc1 publication of the wo····k of Hughling 
Jackson's which had not been fully recognized or accepted at 
the time of its original publication, and his emphasis upon 
functional examination of aphasia cases by meann of specific 
taste. 
Head's extensive experience as a clinical neurologist 
le~dhim to emphasize the importance of experimental knowl-
edge. HegarcUng this he says: 
Many an hypothesis, based on pure conjecture, has 
been handed on from one authority to anothe:t' to influence 
his successors, whilst the luminious clinical investiga-
tions of the same author have been entlrely neglected ••• 
~rhe worla. clings to theories, for they are easier to 
remember, can be reproduced with effect and lead to a 
clarity of expos:ltlon foreign to a description of the 
crude experimental facts. 72 
~eheories of localization of faculties into specific 
centers, Head felt, had greatly hindered the growth of a 
liody of experimental knowledge tn aphasia. 
There are no 'centres ' for the use of language in 
28 
any form, but solely certain places where an organic 
lesion of the bre,in can disturb speech in some specific 
manner73 ••• rrhe:r•e is no reason to suppose these con-
venient terms (i.e., speech centre, word-memory centre) 
correspond to any distinct and separate group of psychical 
or physiological functions, and we should as soon expect 
to find centres for 'eating' and 'walking' as for speak-
ing and writing.74 
'l'he specific manner in w·hich speech appeared disturbed 
in each case occupied Head's attention, and he designed 
specific tests to investigate these disturbances.75 
Inconsistency of response, the need to examine the 
manifest; disfunction car•efully by presenting test materials 
in different ways, and ·t;he need to graduate the severity of 
test tasks in a sequentj.al way and stj.ll avoid fatigue and 
frustration in the patient all were constdered important to 
Head. 
Head. included structured spontaneous speech situations 
in adc1ition to structured test ltems ln his examj.nation of 
72Henry Head, L~ gz,1Jil JUtld.r.ed, Dj,_§.Q..r~ of §_p~ 
(London: Cambridge University Press, 1926), pp. 1)4-35. 
73l.bi0,., p. lhO. 74-Ibid., p. lLI·h. 75Appendix C, p. 72. 
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speech disfunction. '11hese included asking the patient to 
describe a picture placed before him, to drEnV' a ground plan 
of a familiar room, and to summarize a paragraph read 
silently. Observatton of the patient's performance while 
playlng chess, dominoes, and doing jig-savv type puzzles vras 
also utilized.76 
In the light of performance on test materials and the 
patient's introspective comments about his performance. Head 
analyzed and appraJ.sed the langua;,~e disfunetion of a large 
number of Nar•-inju:C'ed patients. 77 
Regarding classification, Head was opposed to finely 
detailed classification systems, since he felt no two 
examples of aphasia exactly resembled one another, but rather 
that each case represented the response of a particular 
individual to his abnormal condition. 
Head. did feel, however, that in most oases the morbid. 
manifestations could be l"oughly classed into such descriptive 
categories as Verbal, Syntactical, Nominal OJ' Semantic 
, ?B defects of symbollc formulation and expression. 
Head gave careful clinical reports of twenty-six 
cases classified according to these categories, and described 
76 Head , QJ2.. cit • , pp. 160-65. 
78 Ibid., Vol. II, p. x, Introduction. 
their disfunction within the context of his battery of 
tests.79 
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Although there 1-11as no standardization of tests in the 
sense of quantification and norms established from a. normal 
population, Head's methodology was a significant contribu-
---·--------
tion to the clinical assessment of functional language •'---------~-~~ 
l'heodore V.Jeisenburg, Professor of Neurology, Graduate School 
of r·1edlcine at the University of Pennsylvania, embarked on a 
five-year research program in aphas:La. ~('he basic purpose of 
his research centered around the felt need for a de qua te and 
standardized testing methods. 80 Two hundred and thirty-four 
patients were examillned by a battery of psychological tests 
and a control group of eighty-five normal adults were given 
the sante battery. Slxty of the clear-cut aphasia cases were 
chosen from the original group as subjects for the study of 
"the actual nature of the psychological changes occurring in 
t v._e a l a i o dj ti n81 ,, p1 s c c n .. on. 
The distribution of the pathological condi tl ons of the 
sixty cases were as follows: 
791Q1d., pp. 1-400. 
80Theodore tve i sen burg and Katherine E. McBride, 
Aphasi.S!, A. Clinical gnd J?s:ycb,ologicatl_ .§.tudz (Net-T York: 'rhe 
Commonwee.l th Fund, 1935), p. vi, Preface. 
81 
1.£.lil· ' p. 2. 
Vascular cases • • • • • • • • • • 
Tumor cases {14 post-operative) • 
Traumatic cases (7 post-operative) 
' . . . 
• • • • • 
• • 
• • 37 
15 
8 • • • 
'J~he four objectives of Ueisenburg's study, we:r>e: 
1. Tl1e establishment of a battery of tests satis-
factory for the discrimination and analysj.s 
of aphasic disorders. 
31 
2. The study of the psychological changes in aphasia. 
- -----
J. rrhe classificatton Of types of a~asJ.BB-e---------~~-~ 
~-------~r.---The study of the nature-~rma. location of lesion. 
In discussing the history of aphasia and some of the 
more recent hypotheses, Dr. \Veisenburg and his associate, 
Dr. Katherine E. I"'cBr:l.d.e, comment on what they feel are four 
basically different orientations to the disorder. 
1. That orientation which mnphasizes the symbolic 
formation and. expressive aspects of8~he disorder as exemplified by the work by Head. 
2. That orientation which emphasizes the apraxic 
aspect and the loss of so-calleg
3
•memory images' 
as seen in the work of Liepman. 
J. That orientation which emphasizes the 'figure-
ground' and the loss of the ability to grasp 
the essential
8
ztature of a process as discussed 
by Goldstein. 
4. That which emphasizes the language deficit per se 
and the resultlng effect of this deficit upon 
'Concept formation ang
5
behavior, an orientation 
discussed by Lotmar. 
\</eisenburg and i1cBrlae discuss the clas2ification 
problem and the various forms of motor, sensory, and amnesic 
aphasi.as as they are interpreted and described ln the llter-
86 ature. 
82Ibld _., pp. 35-37. 83Ibid _., pp .. 37-39. 
81
"'Ibid __ ., pp. 39-h5. 85 - Ibid., pp. l.j. 5-4?. 
86 
5.5-82. Ibid., pp. 
J2 
In the area of testing, a ma,jor contribution was made 
by l:Jeisenburg and l"IcBride, rrhey discuss Henry Head's testing 
from the point of v lew of the need for tests TtJhlch will give 
a clear-cut indication of the processes lnvolved, 87 and 
indicate their feeling that the problems of Head 1 s tests lay 
primarily in their interpretatlon. 
~leisenburg, with Pearson and Alpers have gi vc:n a 
detailed analysis of the extent to ll'lhich non-aphasic adults 
may fail Hearl 1 s test 1 terns, Emd consider the problems 
involved due to absence of standardization and norms. 88 
In designing their battery of tests, vveisenburg and 
NcBride attempted to test wide areas of performance in order 
to "make an extensive survey of mental functioning :tn 
aphasics. n 89 rrhey describe their tests as including the fol-
lowing areas: Ordinary language facility, fundamental 
branches of reading, writing, spelling and arithmetic, 
"language" intelligence, "memory" tests, and 11 non-1::.mguage 11 
mental tests, A detailed outline of these specific tests 
for each of the areas is given.9° 
87Ibid., p. 89. 
88c. H. J. Pearson, B. J. Alpers, and Theodore 
~ve:i.senburg • 11 Aphasia, A Study of Normal Control Cases," 
Arch. Neur. & Psychia,i., cited by itJeisenburg and McBride, 
I})id., p. viL 
89 90 .:L9J...d.·, p. lJL!-. Ib\..cl., pp. 135-36 and Appendix 




~Jej.senburg and McBride emphasized the importance of 
"perforrnance 11 scores interpreted in the light of normal 
adult performance, the importance of tests which en~bles 
33 
qua;li tatj ve analysts of performance, the provisl on of further 
tests for detailed. study of partlcular disturbances, and the 
lmportance of knoV<Jlng the individual pre-trauma intellectual 
91 attainment level of the patient. 
This testlng as a basis for the study of aphasic 
' mental functioning, lead to a classification system of a 
functional nature. Underlying the authors' system of 
classifioe.tion, is their strong conviction of the inter-
relatedness of mental functioning, i.e., that no disfunction 
shoulo. ap·oear in isolation, but rather, that all areas of 
performance are to some degree affected. Therefore, in the 
classification of disfunction, Heisenburg and fl!cBride use 
terminology descriptive in a general way, of the 11 predominantn 
disfunction. They object to classification terminology such 
as 11 alexia," and 11 agraphla, 11 on the basis that the names are 
so definite and restricted that they immed5.ately connote some 
] i i lat d 'fi fo of l"'nt;:.\UP,''.e ::.>J.one.92 .. oss n one so , ,e , spe(~J. c . rm ""' ._, c«.c "' In 
this connection the authors say, 
-·-----
91 
l.bi.Q. .• ' p. 86. 
92wd. ' p. ll~2. 
-----------
::::: _:~ -:_-_-,: ___ ---:_-_c::_-_ 
Actuall.::t.y, specific loss does not occur ••• (these 
terms) have been misleading whenever they have been 
talwn to incUcate isolated types of disorders. In this 
sense they invariably mask the true cornplexlty of the 
aphasic '"';,a!1ge. They lead to a s;lmplif1cat1on 11'Jhich is 
not in acco1~dance with the facts. ';JJ 
~ie:lsenburg and f1cBride felt that the aphasic patients 
they studied could be grouped into three large classes on the 
·-
---
bas is of their languag . ....,e'---'"d.._.i.,_..s,_,f..__.u""n""c.,..__,_,t...,.i~o,_.,n"-"s"-:.__ ________________ ~_~ 
1.. 1rhe Predominantly E:xpressive Group: rrhat group 
whose most serious clistur·bances v'/ere in the 
expressive aspects of language, i.e., speech 
or Nriting. 
2. rrhe Predominantly Eeceptive Group: 11hat group 
whose receptlve processes (comprehens1on), 
appeared to have suffered most. ·rhe speech 
and writlng of aphasics in this group often 
showed speech and language which was free and 
rapid, but grossly inaccurate. 
3. IJ~he Expressive - Hecep ti ve Group: That group of 
aphasics whose language performe.nce vvas grossly 
affected in both the expressive and receptive 
aspects. The non-language functions of such 
patients often appearea v~ry much less affected 
than the language functions. 
A fourth category, although compara ti.vely small (found 
:tn only 8. 3 per cent of the total cases s tuoJ.ed), appeared 
to these investigators to be sufficiently distt:nct to nE~ces-
s:i-:.:a+-e a separate grouplng. This they termecl the Amnesic 
Group. 94 The greatest single language difficulty presented 
by this group appeared in the evoking of words as names of 
objects, conditions or q.ualj.ties, although the pr·oper woro. 
could usually be recognized and evoked from a series of 
94~.' p. 1L~6. 
3.5 
suggested words. The receptive and articulatory functions 
v.rere found to be relatively undisturbed, but the speech of 
such pEd:;ients ','las hesitant and fragmentary because of the 
many words which they could not spontaneously evoke,. 
'l1he authors inclicate their general principles of 
tr.::11ning, based on the need to adapt to the speclfic defects 
of the particular patient as discovered through extensive 
testing. I'he;v give examples of rnethocl.s used in their own 
study and (liscuss the indicatl ons regarding possibilities 
of net<J learnl:ag and. transfer of learning. 9.5 Improvements 
in successive test performances, following specific periods 
of training, are given for many of the incU.vl::luo.l patients 
96 in the study in terms of variability from the normal group. 
A .§.t.JJdY ..12,x. ~TosepQ 'vJepm,g.n. lin important Arner ican 
stud.y, pertinent to therapy for aphasia, was conclucted by 
Joseph t·Jepman during 19L1-.5 and 194697 in connect1o:n t-dth 
rehabilitation work done with brain injured pat:lcnts at the 
Aphasia Center, u. s. Army I1ed1cal Department, Ninth Service 
Command in Auburn, California, and lat~"~:- moved to San 
It'rancisco, California. 9B 1'rhe research oonclucted and 
95I_pi.Q.., pp. 385-h·06. 
96Ibid., pp. 394, 180, 190, 202, and 20LJ .• 
97 Joseph I·1. Hepm(:'tn, E..~~Q_Q.Y.fn_ fr_om An'Q~a (NeN York: 
Ronald Press Company, 1951). 




reported by Vieprnr::m 1.vas adclre ssed to the fundamental que st1on 
. . 90 
of 11 the amenability of the aphasic patient to planned therapy. 11 ., 
The sixty-e~ght subjects used in the study were selected 




1. Language problems weco sufficlently seveN) to 
require a total program of reeducation. 
2. Six months (or more) had elapsed between injuries 
l't---------------and-thl.'3-beg-tnn~i-ng---of-t-hBra-py--.lD-O'-------------------~---
JUs study gives inf'ormattoYJ. regarding pre-training and 
post-training scores, 101 the various tests usea, 102 and the 
training goals and methods used. 103 
'l1he classification method used by \'Jepman borro1rJS 
heavily of the classification concepts of Heisenburg and 
McBr:i.de .1°4 In presenting hiB pre -training and post-tr•aining 
scores, l05 the eclucational levels of his sub,jects, 106 and 
all other compara tlve data, t~epman classified hls patients 
--- a .. s follows: 107 
Expressive Aphasia--predomlnantly motor or productive 
language defect; 
Hecept i ve Aphasia--predorninantly sensory or recept lve 
language defect; 
Global Aphasia--all areas seriously affected; 
Exprosslve-n.eceptlve--the tvm types about equally 
mixed; 
Agnosia--the loss of the ability to recognize objects 
or symbols through a particular sensory channel; 
Apraxia~-loss of ability to execute simple voluntary 
acts. 
-----·---
102Ib~d., p. 53. 
l03Ibid., pp. 89 and 18L~-2h8. 104 I.12.lQ... ' p • 3 7 • 
105. 106 
· 1 b i.\i. , p • 6 2 • I 1~. , p. 107- L]_ l0 73 • L"PJsl .• , PP • } ·~ k • 
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In aclcUti on to testing the <legree of change in 
specific educational achievement and speech of hj_s subject~_, 
after training, \'Jeprnan measured these average dl ffe:cences 
between groups treated 11 early" 108 (i.e., less than one year 
after injury), those treated "late" 109 (i.e., over one year 
after :1.n;)ury), as well as the averD.ge differ· nee between 
those trD .. ined using a single teacher, and t~1ose uG :1.ng a group 
of teacl1e rs. 
His gc.>neral conclusl ons v.;ere as follovJs: 
1. Hts group sl.1owed a loss of approxlmately six 
grades du.e to injury. 
2. The gain after training was approximately five 
grades after training with the highest gain 
being mad~ by the expressiv~(l3roup, and thG 
lowest galn, by the global.· 
These finc1J.ngs were based on the pre-training and 
post-training scores of all sub.jocts on progressive achieve-
ment tests111 ~11th break-downs into reading, lfJri tj.ng, spell lng 
and arithmetic. 
Speech performance was judged on a five-point scale 
from total hw1\ of speech to the "normal average" speech. 
On thir,; f3cale the total group shot'Jed a numer 1cal score 
improvement of between 1.75 and 3.90.112 nA significant dif-
ference at an extremely high level of confidence. 11 113 
108J rl lJ . 1") f A 1 (N y 1 oseph '~ -: epman, ~QQJL~. ~:.r..S?..m. _.J2b.as . .@. ew . oro 
Honald Press Co., 1951), p. 69. 
109Ibid --··· pp. '7 5-76. 
110
Ibt.Q.. , P. 111ILid P • ) • t ... 
112.lbtq. t 6L ll3Ibid p •. r. -· 
S3. 
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Further concluslons made by \veprnan were, the data 
suggest that tralnj_ng begun before the end of the first pOfJt-
traumatic year results in greater achievement than that 
started at the end of the fj.rst year; 114 thoGe cases pos-
sessinc a high pre-injury I.CJ,. shovl rrrc:>ater results .115 
"-' 
Between the single teacher and multiple teacl:1er methods, no 
significant difference was found between the two groups. 116 
Although the "non-language personality Etbnorr.:.~al1ties 11 
of his cases were not subjected to concrete measurements, 
Wepman points to the fo.ct that all but f:.Jj_X of the s j_xty-
eight subjects wore able to take t~eir places in society in 
n urpr"ul ca;p_.·,c_•cl·~y. 11 7 Cl, <:> ~ _ _ .< v This, he feels, is evidence of the 
merit of tlJis aspect of the retrniD.lng nnd rehabj.J_i tation 
program. 
V. 3UHMli.BY OF rri-l.I£ P;3YCHOLOCHCL\L APPB.Ol\.CH 
The psychological orientation to language disfunction, 
due to cort:tcal le r>i on, lead to a functlonaJ. emphttG :ts which 
is basic to retraininge 
Dz•. Hughl:l.ngs Jackson emphasized the need to un.der-
stand lanp;uae:e aB conn iG tin£; of symbols of mentatj_on118 ana_ 
----
lll~'Il>i ~ 
--~-!:.·, p. 70. 11511ll.i. ' p. 79. lJ6J·',)'!o~ <.). '76. ~ w ~ ............. , ·--
11 7 IJ:?.lll - ). c.' p. 79 and Appf::mdlx B. 
lH
3
J-cuncs rJ:dylor (ed.), :::ieleot...sld. lh;:.ill.P~ua. .!?L ~Ioh:r:l li.lJZb:~ 





to understand the high degree of integration and the process 
of abstraction involved. 
Both Jackson and Freud stressed the complexity of the 
language function, its dependence upon the most highly 
developed cortical integration, as well as the interrelated-
ness of the mental functions involved. 
This emphasis was further developed by Dr. Kurt Gold-
stein in his holistic concept of language and tts cUsfunoM.on. 
He postulated that part of the manifest symptoms of aphasia 
v.rere a consequence of diminution of general brain function 
resulting in regression to a lower, more concrete level of 
performance. The effect of this 11 dediffer·entiation of per-
formance,119 resulted in modifications or degrees of disinte-
gration of mental function, according to Goldstein. This 
was quite different from the ldea of a simple restricted 
loss of a specific language function, and was a highly 
significant departure with very real implications for 
retralning. 
Henry Head extended further these ideas of functional 
interrelatedness, and contributed greatly by devising tests 
of furwtton in terms of their full implication concerning 
the loss involved. His classificat5.on system also emphasizecl 
119Kurt Goldsteln, 1.anguars§. M.Q. Lstnstuage .QisQ.r.de,~'1 
(New York: Grune and Stratto'n, 1948), p. 48. 
------------- --
the general function, rather than the specific function 
which appeared to be affected. 
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-~veisenburg and HcBride pursued this same functional 
approach and saw the need. to understand performance disfunc-
tions in. terms of their deviations from "normal" performance 
in specific aspects. 
Joseph Wenman's early study developed standardized 
tests in terms of "Grade Levels" and offered specific lnforma-
tion regarding performance before and after retraining, 
optimum time for admh1isterj_ng training and some information 
regs.rding methods. 
CHAPTER III 
AN INVESTIGA'£ION' OF 'IHE LI'rEB.A'l'UBE BEGARDING S011iE OF 'J:HE 
BASIC 'vJORK DONI~ IN TESTING AND nmRAPY IN APHASIA 
rrhe literature indicates that testj.ng can be under--
stood in hvo somewhat different contexts --namely, in refer-
ence to those batteries of standardized psychological and 
academic achievement tests, which are commonly utilized in 
initial diagnosis, and, secondly, the word testj_ng used j_n 
refere·nce to those specif:lc aphasia tr•alning materials 1N"hlch 
may, or may not, be standaroJ.zed, but are used for specific 
diagnosis of the various modalities and for measuring gaj_ns 
during therapy as well as for training purposes. 
Some of the well-known tests in the first sense, 
which are mentioned in the literature, are: The l:Jechsler-
Bellevue Scale,
1 
The Horschach Test, 2 'rhe Hechsler Memory 
Scale,J The Goldstein-Scherer Test, 4 The Bender Visual Motor 
1 
Lewis 'Granich, AphasiEl, G!J~.dft J&. l}.etr~J.nipg (Ne~-.r 
York: Grune & Stratton Publishers, 19'+7), p. 36; and J"oseph 
Wepman, B.~coverv fl:Qm Anhas1a (Nev·i York: The Ronald Press 
Company, 1951), p. 48. 
2 Granich, lQ.c. ci..t;.; and vJeprnan, .QQ • . QJ...t.., pp. 24 and 
130. 
3 
Granich, loc • .QJ,.t.; and \.<J"epman, QQ.. ~., p. 129. 
4
aranich, 1oc. cit. 
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5 6 Gestalt Test, The Kohs Block Test, and the Progressive 
Achievement Tests of Tiegs and Clark.? 
Various j.tems from these and other test materials have 
been selected, adapted, added to, and incorporated into 
various mod.lali ty testing-tra).ning materials by workers such 
f'i 8 ' 9 L 10 f as .c1. senson, ~·Jepman, and ongerich, and it is in re.er-
ence to their use in language rehabilitation by these work-
ers that they will be examined in the present discussion. 
Although the general dtvision of aphasia symptomatology 
into expressive and receptive categories is in fairly general 
use today, a further breakdown into the various modality 
cUsfunc:tions ap)ears to be helpful diagnostic terminology 
and useful in planning therapy. This has been recognized 
by Wepman, Granlch, and others in their reports of rehn.bili-
tation, and shall be used here in summarizing the v;;:;:rious 
5oranlch, ..Q.Q. ~.:it. I p. 107; and VJepman, on. cl t.' 
p. 130. 
6J 1'"' P t ~ f " h . ( N Y k on :<..isenson, ,!.;tWlningt ;~:on. _Q.r. 1~p 82.§:. .r m'V or : 
'l'he Psychological Corporation, 1954), p. 2l~. 
7\f r.~+t 5'l -~epman, ..Q.Q. ~·, p. .J• 
B,,i .-.;+ 10r7 t~·senson, .Q.12. ~ , p. • 





Coates Longerich and Jean Uordeaux:, h.Ph5J..s1.§· 
(New York: ~L'he Nacmillan Company, New York, 
-------------__,- -------= 
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methods reportea. in the 11 terature. 'l'he use of such termi-
nology in no way implies that the di§function appears in 
isolation, but it is of value in analysis. 
Approaching first the general rece1)tl ve, or evalua-
tive,11 area of aphasic disturbance, mcst workers take the 
agnosias, broken down 'into the various modalities affected, 
£1S the simplest level, and test and train for "simple 
recognition without interpretation."12 
Thus, thE3 following scheme can be utilized.: 
Receptive Aphasia 
Agnosia.s 
Visual Form--the failure to recognize simple 
common forms. 
This is sometimes referred to in the 11 tero.ture and 
retrain:i.ng, as "word-namj.ng. nl3 However, there is general 
agreement that all sensory channels must be ut:tlized to 
reestablish the one lost (i.e., visual recognition). Wepman 
discusses sorting, trac5.ng, and cuttj_ng out paper representa-
tions of spec:ific forms coupled with naming the form, as most 
helpful in retraining :for this type of recoe:nition.lL~ 
11Eisenson, QQ. Qii., p. 12. 
121 0 bid., p. 3 • 
13Longerich and Bordeaux, gn. cit., p. 110. 
14 






Number, letter, and color §.J?;nosias are usually 
thought of as specific forms of visual aphasias, and failure 
to detect and retrain in these areas may complicate reading 
and calculation retraining later. \l]epman sugge,3ts establish-
ing the D.udi tory vinual symbol connections by means of 
repetition of the spoken number or letter as it is written 
or traced, by drj_ll in dictation, l5 and by means of Bingo 
and Lotto adaptatlons. 16 
£1-l.Qx~a, defined as r:c:ading dtsabi lj_ ty due to brain 
damage 1 is a '!lOre highly j_ntegra ted aspect of Vlnual agnosia 1 
;:l.nd may require both phonet :LC and sight-unit, or gestalt type, 
word recogni t ton training technlques. l7 ~'Je:prru::m sug,ge t3tG the 
use of Dolch materials, both the manual for Heme dial Beac11ng, 
and the B~wic '.:Jight-~·Jord Test. Longerich sugge:::ts the 
11 picture--ol~ject 11 notebook, and her own manua118 contatns 
much matching and identifying material for use in this type 
of retraining. 
In oonnuct,J..on w~_th 1Aiord··object as~>oolati on, the manual 
r' 19 by 'ray lor and 'larks · contains hi8hly meaningful photographs, 
------w-·--·--
15 
"lbid.' p. 187. 
17r·· · o_ 192 .....!),..L~ • ' :f:l • • 
18
Ha1•y Coates Longerich, J'10.nual fQJ.:,. j;he ADhasia Pati.§JJ..t. 
(New York: 1rhe flla~millan Company, 1958), p. 11. 
l9Hartha L. ~raylor and Norton fi!~;.rks, A-ohas:l,lt Heha9.1:,li-
.i,B.tiou Jlanual .@.illl ~Jorkbook (New York: lni:.:d-; i tute of Physical 
Hedicine and HehabLU. ta tlon, New York Uni vep._; j_ty, Bellevue 
Medical Center, 1955). 
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and the large printed 1~Vords are separate and perforated and 
offer matching drill opportuntties. 
Granich utilized a similar method, of written word to 
picture association, for nouns. For other parts of speech, 
he recommended a ;:;imllar way of reestablir:3hing an associatlon 
betvJeen two Gtlmuli by the use of cUstinctly marl{ed cards. 
Each word to be learned is printed on a card with a very 
distinctively colored border. The word is then associated 
with the proper card, "as if these words were names and the 
Granich admits this is a slow 
8end lim:l.tecl 11etl'lod, but holds that 11 E>UCh partial succesc>es 
?] are often wr.:mted in the coul"'::;e of tra:tning. "~·· E:~uch methods 
are of p~n·ticular value with patientG who do not respond to 
phonetic retraining methods. Beyond rote method, Granich 
recommends cooperating with the patient's tendencies to 
establish his own mnemonic devices, as roundabout ways of 
establishing associations. 
Hegarding the loss of phonetic assoclat1ons, Granich 
feels that tracing as a method of replacing visualization 
with kinesthetic form perception is very beneficial. How-
ever. he insists on the use of cursive writing for this 
purpose. "The trEmsfer to di.screte printed letters may come 
later when the finger tracing has become habltual. 1122 
20 
Granich, QQ. 9j~., p. 58. 21I.9i(i. J p. 59. 
221Jl.lil., p. 57. 
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Auclit_Q..r....Y:, Verbal f\.gnosla, the inability to comprehend 
the spoken word, was called "true" aphasia by Hernicke, and 
has been called "word deafness" by various investigators. 
lrfepma.n menU om; that :L t is found in all clegrees of sevGri ty, 
e:•~nd 1'3 oftGn coupled Nith expres~1ivo difftcult:tcs. It is 
marked by almost complete lack of self-criticism of speech. 23 
Vlepman consl ders it one of the ~:10fJt dJ.fficult of all <:.tphasic 
cJis turbances to correct, 24 and recommends Lntens i ve use of 
all available ref:wur·ces of the patient. He rr::commencl s the 
use of lip reading, phonetic instruction, kinesthetic and 
tactile appron.ches v.rith every possible corr1binc.tt:Lon o:f 
.~·-. c 25 .::-, tl.nul:1.. 
Longorich emphasizes the need for high ~otivation in 
the case of this disturbance, and suggests the therapist 
~.1 tudy and lJtilize the pa.ttent 1 s interests a:ecl apply methods 
similar to those given by her for Visual Aphasia
26 
but with 
greater empr1EU:d.G on v:J.;:;ual, tactlle, eStnd klDesthotlc 
2? stimuli.· 
Granioh suggests combining the pronunciation of the 
?8 
word with the writing of it~ and advises using very delib-
erate rhythm and emphasis. 
231 t 19'. 2 L~_L__bi ___ d __ ., 1vepman, QQ.. cL., p. ')• ______ p. 102. 
25111iJ1., p. 201. 26Longerich, .QQ. ,Qj_t. , p. 110. 
28Granich, QQ. ci~., p. 50. 
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;:ractile Ar.>;nosia is mentioned by both Longerj.ch29 and 
Wepman3° with some sugges~ions for dir~ct therapy. However, 
both mention that :l.ts ability is only when sensory avenues 
are seriously impaired. 
Both vvorkers approach "body agnosia 11 3l from the 
practlcal standpoint of learning to Judge time and distance 
relatlonships32 :i.n terms of ~:;afe maneuvering, Emd the handling 
of simple tools. Longerich discusses33 retraining in te111ng 
time under this classification. 
I. EXPH1~;s;nvE APHA.SIJ\ 
Approaching the expressive types of aphasia disfunc-
tions from their simplest level, most authoJ:>ities begin 'V\J'i th 
34 the apraxias. \:Jeprnan· defines ap:raxia as the loss of the 
ab:U.i ty to execute simple, voluntary act~>, and diGcusses the 
varioun types according to the moclalltles affected beginning 
with: 
29 Longerioh, s;m. _cit., p. 132. 
30 1depman, QQ. _c.iJi.•, p. 20?. 
Jloften called topagnosia or autotopagnosia. 
32 ~v epman, .QQ.. .0..U.• 1 pp. 2 0 8-9. 
33Longerloh, S212· .Q.U. , PP. 132-33. 
Jl.hr . r• · • +- 21.3 v~ e p!lk<. n' QQ.. .QJ.. •• \1.. ' p • ., • 
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Non-verb£1.1 Apraxia is a term used only to rlifferentiate 
voluntary rnuscul:.:n~ acts such as pointing and graSl)ing from 
those voluntary muscular acts involved in expr•essive language 
which are more directly involved vv.i th vocalized speech. 
llfepman appears to be one of the few workers glving 
tl1erapeutic attention to this problem._____E_o_r~b:~EL:tn:Lng_the'-------~---
grasp, he recommends beginning with a soft object like a 
bean~-bag and then go1ng on to simple pegboards and throwing 
and ca.tching. 35 Longer·ich mentions this as preliminary to 
·t;raining in writing, 36 vv-hile \Vepman approaches it from the 
point of view of its lmportance to the general morale and 
well-being of the patient in terms of his self-sufficiency. 
Verbal Apraxia is defined by Longerich as the inability 
to use the speech musculature for speech.37 Wepman states 
tho.t this disfunction is seldom found alone, but he agrees 
with Goldstein that, because it i ,, •::> so often the most overt 
part of t;-Je general symtomot:ology, it often becomes a fi:xa-
tion polnt for the pat lent. 38 ~-Jepman feels that when the 
apraxia is complete, leaving the patient virtually without 
speech, the retra1.ning must often be begun at the fundamental 
phonetic level, st<7lrting TrJi th the labials, then going to the 
35 I.P.l.Q ... ,_ p. 21.5. 
36 )Longertch, .QQ. £it., pp. 137-38. 
37Jhi.¢1,., p. 135. 
38'vJepman, .QQ • .Qit., p. 217. 
fricatives and finally to the front and baok tongue palatal 
sounds. He :recommends approaching single syllables in this 
same order in terms of their initial souna. 39 Longerich 
appears to prefer a sequence beginning with vowels.ho 
Granich relies heavily on imitation in retraining for 
-
~--
4 . ----------------~ 
verbal aprax::i.a. He follows GD~-c1-s-t-e-i-1"h~ne-t-n-ods or~rart1cu-
latory molding'r and associating certain speech sounds V>Jith 
Lr2 
other non-language movements such as cough in§; and sp::i.tt:i.ng .. 
Wepman and Granich are hath careful to emphasize that 
they consider the~Je methods as beginnings only and :as met.-=rns 
to the ever present goal of "free volunt6try expr•est>:i.on. 1143 
Agranhia (v.Jr:\.tirl[!; apraxta) is discussed in the 
literaturr as bGst approached therapeutlcally as an extension 
of grasp retraining. Naming the word aloud 1rrhlle trrwing is 
44 45 
suggested as a technique by both Wepman and Granich. 
Number AgranhJ.a. is usually approached wl tll general 
agraphia by most therapistB, t--Jhile actual calculc'tion 
46 apraxia as well as construction apraxias are considered by 
----·-. . ----· 
(New 
39 40 IJ2.19..., pp. 218-20. Longerich, QQ. g,lt., pp. 139-L~o. 
hlKurt Goldstein, Language sand Languagg Disturbances 
York: Grune and Stratton, 19L~8), p. 329. 
42G L 43 1 2 " ranich, QQ. • .Qll., p. ~9. 1-epman, QQ. pj._,t.., p •. 2.., .• 
44 . 
Ibj.q., p. 226. 45aran1ch, QQ. cit., p. 60. 
46 
Wepman, op. qi~., p. 228. 
\vepman to be best approached separately, 47 since they are 
functions of a higher level of integration. 
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Anomj.a Uu fficul ty in marl:!:bng of objects) is :reported 
by lvepmD.n to be the most consistent language symptoms seen 
among aphosics. Accor·dlng to Hepr:1e.r48 :1.t is usually resolved 
in the oourse of general lang;uage theraQy,_. • ._4_9 _______________ -~~-~ 
Grantoh does not agree that this is one of the most 
commonly observed sy~nptoms. i:ia the:c> he says, It 1 Anomia 1 as it 
is usually determined in clinical examinations is em artifact. 
It is attributed to oases of amnesic aphasia because the 
examin::>.t:l.on for speech cons1~1ts only of oonfrontlng tr1e 
patient with a set of objects and asking him to name them. 
A little conversation would readily show that the patient 
diagnosed c.:ts "anomie" bas trouble Etlso vJ·i th many verbs, 
adjectives, and other parts of 
Granich also disagrees 1l.Ji th Vleprnan 's poslt:i.on regarding 
therapeutic procedures for anomia. He prefers Goldstein's 
method of rote training of set lists of narnes of e. given 
class, with relianoe on the pat1ent's acquirlng a round-
5"1 
about Hlethod for f1nd1ng the desired noun in the J.1st. ·-
pp. 2.30-32. 48Il·j ., 23~: .........LS·' p. ~. t). 
2)8. 5°aranich, Q£. o\t_., pp. 15-16. 
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He recommends using children•s picture dictionaries for those 
few cases of pure anomia which he feels are encountered 
clinically, and suggests that these be utilized for speed 
drills as the patient progresses. 52 
Longerlch prefers techniq~es utilizing written words 
to concrete object association, identification built on 
learned setitence. She also recommends the use of sentence 
completion for vocabulary build1ng.53 
Global or severe Mixed ~xpressive-rleceptive aphasias 
present grave retraining problems and, because prognosis is 
not good, this ph._,se rE~cei ves less attentt on 111 tbe retrain-
ing ltter•atm•e. Hov.rever, \V"epman discusses the importanoe of 
good diagnosis for these cases in order to discover what few 
:no.:7&~lities are st:i.l.l operative, then building from tbese., 
He gives the example of color which produced a response in 
the case of one patj_ent and proved to form a good basis for 
developing shape and language discrim1nation.54 
Dysarthria, the inability to procluGe repetitive 
muscular n10vements of articulD,t ion smoothly !:'lnd rhythmically, 
is commonly discussed in the literature without reference to 
specific classificat~.on. This is because of the fact that 
112 
·' Ibid .• , p. 56. 
53Longer1ch, QQ • .QJJl·, pp. 155-56. 
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stages of therapyj On the whole he feels direct attempts to 
correct for thts disorder are difficult and not too produc-
tive. 58 Granich r:"'efers more direct correction for this 
difficulty, oombtned with rote learning of a set of useful 
59 phrases.-
In reviewing the literatur0 of the past ten years 
special attention was given to the very recent studies. 
Two asp0cts of the problem of language rehabilitation for 
the cerebro·-va~:lOular acc:i.dent !3.ppcEtr to be emphu.r:;ized. 
1. ~L'he need for more=; object1ve, quantify:'lng tests 
both for d1agnos tie purpOfJc.:;s .'J.nd foJ:• ur;e d. uri ng 
the trer-1tment proce~3S. 
? • 'J~he interest in "group tre8.t'nent sett:1..ngG. 11 
In the first aspect area, recent efforts to refine 
Etnd qu.an.tify test;:1..ng 1n terms of modali tle s h.ave been 
reported by J'ones and hie9mi:J.n, 60 and a new quant1.t;;:Jtlve 
functi cnal le.nguage test ls reported in use ex.perlmentally 
at the Institute of Physical Med1.clne and 3ehabil1tation, 
New York University Medical Center which will be available 
after no:c·m~; have beerJ eGtablish(ld for the normal populatlon. 61 
59 - Granich oo ci~ o 53 ' -..o-. ---k • ' 1. • • 
60I . J" •. '.fi I . If J)'i . f L ..~. V. ones and J. u. 1'V'epman, menslons o· an~· 
guage Performance :l.n Aphasia' II ~-Q.llPIJJll o:( s~.~C.b. gn(i fl~­
...i.n-g J:_~seprcl1, , IV (September, 1961), 220-32. 
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In thP second area, group treatment has been described 
by Aronson, Shatln 'and Cook, 
62 
by Stolcheff, 63 and by 'rurn-
bloom and Myers,64 from the point of vlew of psychologlcal 
d Corbl.l:16) a ,ju:Ttment and the need for reduction of Emxiety ._ ~ 
has described the advantages of grouping for structured 
language drill work with aphasics. 
-
-------
b6'------------------------------------------~ __ -.--_--_ 
More recently Bloom has described the usefulness of 
group methodology as p:roviding the interpel"sonal setting 
for the social funct1.on of speech, structuring therapy 
around th:i.D agnect of cornmunicat:l.on, <:md util:tz ln,:,; the rein-
forcement available in a group. A generally high level of 
improvement reported following this method. Reported addi-
ti onally v\Tas the fl nd:i. ng thEJ t a p8rt1cule.rly paptd rate of 
1.mprovoment 'l!IJD.S shm .. m ·by ver:-y low level lan~stwv_e oerforrnance 
62 
M. Aronson, L. Shattn, and J. c. Cook, "Socio-
Psychotherapeutic Approach to the Treatment of Aphasic 
Pat i .::; n t s , 11 J o.1lr.DJ11. o t:. §Jl£1J-! Q.\:1. Q;J)_fi li..i~l&..r...;.iJlg_ l)j.._§.Q_r,:~l0..t? .. !.'l, XXI 
(October, 1956), 352-64. 
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li.P~ illld He.a;r:l. . .ua; llfl~Jl, III (r'lal•oh, 1960), ?5-85. 
64 ., 
r'lartha Turn bloom a~nd J. c. I'1yers' II A Group Discus-
sion 2rogrum with P::J.m:LU.es of i\.phasin PaU.ents, 11 ~~Q.V.J?J:ta1, .Qf 
§p_~ll g_;o& !i&Br.iJUt D.l..:'?_Q.:r'Cl.fll:£ 1 XVII (December, 1952), 393-96. 
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~M. L. Corbin, "Group Speech Therapy for Motor 
A p has l a and Dysart hr 1 a. J " !I 9 t:q:pa.l Qf. i>J?..c.."'~ 2t-l'.lll H.~B.r;1 ng J2;L[-
gyders,, XVI (1'1D.rch, 19)1), 21-34. 
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5.5 
patients who had h:en distgnosed ar:0 global and had mElde little 
or no gain in individual treatment. 
~Che vc-;J_idity of the above rationale and method is cur-
rently betng further lnvestigated at the Institute of Physical 





Table I indicates the name, sponsorship, and some of 
the aspects and scope of language therapy programs for those 
institutions included in the field study~ 
Using caseload as the criterion for size of nrogram, 
it is evident that at present Fairmont Hos~ital has the 
la,rge~-;t program. 'rhis center is currently r!3que~Jtlng a 
staff incr:ase of two full-time speech therapists. The 
intent would be to increase the number of hours per vJeel< of 
therapy for eaoh patient and to increase out-patient services. 
In~pection of the above table will reveal that Harrick 
Hospital, a private rehabilitstion center, maintains an out-
patient language therapy clinic but no in-patient language 
progra.m. In this same connectj.on, the Veter<":1.ns Hospital at 
Fort Miley in .an Francisco occasionally offers out-patient 
service to those who qualify and can conveniently come in. 
They do not have such patients at present. 
iJ.l though most programs utilize a 11 ter.1.m 11 appr•oEteh, in 
1>Jhich staff members fro'n the vG.r•.ious ::3.spcct:3 of rc-3habilita-
tion work-~ogether reg~rding the handling of the individual 
patient, t~~re is considerable difference in how this is 
done. In the case of t~e California Rehabilitstion Center 
at Vallejo, this team is cUrectly under the leadert~h)-o of the 
I 
5'1 
neurologist in charge, with major emphasis placed on physical 
therapy. In the case of the B.ehabilitatlon Service at Pair-
iliont Hsopltal in San Leandro, the speech pathologist, under 
the general guidance of the medical chief of rehabilltatlon, 




on language aspects. 'rhis is for the benefit of the phy'--'r=-c,:.t=-· c_:_a_: l ______ ___c_ _ 
and occupational therapists, and also trains the physical 
therapists to handle the readlng and t'lri ting aspects of 
language therapy und.er his directl.on. 
Fairmont Hospital has the largest internship program. 
This is conducted through Stanford University and includes a 
minimum of two interns under the direction of the full-time 
staff speech pathologist. The California Rehabilitation 
Center operates with one intern under the sup_ervision of the 
Director of Special Education and Rehabilitation of :;an 
Francisco State College, who serves as consultant to the 
Center. 
Crystal Springs Center, a facility of the San Hateo 
County Department of Public Hes.l th and Welfare, has 
recently opened a new buildlng. The administratlon expects 
to increase their patient load by fifty per cent in the very 
near futu~C'e. 
Only Fairmont Hospital reports active research as an 
integral part of their program. 
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I. EVALUATION BASED ON l?IELD OBSEHVATION 011' C1JHRENT S'rATUS 
OF CEREBHO-VASCULAH. ACCIDENT LANGUAGE REHABILITATION 
Outstanding impressions of the current status of 
language rehabilitation for cardio-vascular accident in the 
area in which programs were observed are: 
the various programs being carried on in a specific 
and relatively small geographic area. This appears 
unfortunate, since many proplems of administration, 
therapeutic techniques, and overall patient han-
dling might well benefit fr- ::::!J. closer int0grat1on 
of existing programs. 
2. There appears to be a general understaffing of 
such programs, as demonstrated by long waiting· 
lists, and the generally expressed feeling that 
even such lists do not accurately reflect the 
existing need, since knowledge that help ex:i.sts 
for such disability is not widespread. In this 
connection also, each establishment expressed 
dissatisfaction with the number of hours per week 
they were able to schedule for each patient. 
3. Related to conclusion number 2, but more specific, 
there appears to be a lack of an adequate out-
patient program. rrhis lack limits the effective-




and furnishes little hope for patients who are 
able to live in the community but are in need of 
further langu<:l.ge therapy. 
4. More generally widespread public information 
programs about language therapy for the cerebro-
vascular accident appear necessary at this time, 
both in order to gain more suppor·t for expansion 
of such programs and for rneeth.t£:-; bGtter the needs 
of those presently receiving no help because of 
lack of familiarity with such programs. Some wo:t•k 
is being done in the area of "demonstrating need," 
particularly at Fairmont Hospital, but much more 
of this would appear very urgent at this time. 
5. J.-1'undamental to all the above points and the general 
development of more effective language rehabilita-
tion for the cerebro-vascular accident appears the 
need for greater communication regarding research 
findings, therapeutic methods and philosophy, and 
perhaps ~Tiore intensive training of new workers to 
enter this field. The existence of internship 
programs at such facilities as The C&.lifornia 
Rehabilitation Center and Fairmont Hospital 
Hehabilitation Service are encouraging, but more 
of this type of program appears essential. 
6. Need for research grants to investigate what 
quantification is possible in this area of 
sensitive, artistic human treatment. 
7. Need for research grants to outline new, less 
actuarial means of description. 
61 
8. Need for research grants to demonstrate the value 
of inter-relating supposedly independent programs 
such as curriculum, regular classroom work, agency 
se:r.•vlces, academic remedi.ation, psychodiagnostics, 
psychiatric treatment, trades and industry, 
apprentlceships, and other services wlth speech 
clinlc vvork. 
9. Need for funds to pub1lsh these findings and 
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Sensory, cortical 
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1 ( .Joseph V·1epman, .H§Q.9.:Y!?r;y fr,Q.ID j~-ohasia New York: 'I'he 




vJEPi,lAN':3 "NON-LANGUAGEu DEVIATIONS IN APHA.'3IAl 
1. Loss of attention and concentration 
2. Loss of memory 
3. Reduced association of ideas 
4. Abstract-concrete imbalance (loss of ability to abstract; 
concrete concept formation) 
5. Poor organizing abilj_ty 
6. Poor judgment 
7. Perseveration 
8. Constriction of thought and interest 
9. Reduced ability to generalize, categorize, group, or 
plan future action 
10. Heduced general level of intelligence 
11. Heduced ability to inhibit internal emotional forces 
which disturb the action of the intellect (Halstead's 
"power factor") 
12. Inability to shift 
13. Psychomotor retardation 
ll.~. l-i'eeling of inadequacy 
15. Egocentricity 
16. Increased irritability and fatigability 
17. Euphoria 
1 
Joseph l-Jepman, l!§cover.x from Aphasj,g_ (New York: The 
Honald Press, 1951), Table I. 
l I i 
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18. Social wi thdr•awal P.nd seclusiveness 
19. Heduced stbili ty to adjust to new- situations 
20. Catastrophic reactions 
21. Reduced initiative 
22. Dis inter·est in the environment, both physical and human 
23. Externallza ti on of behavlor; a lacl{ of lrttrospectlon or 
self-cri ticj_sm 
24. Reduced spontaneity 
25. Perplexity (a distrust of one's own ability) 
26. Automatic verba~U.zation 
27. Impulsive behav:1.or 
2E3. HegresBive, :i.nfantile behavior 
29. Impotence (the im1bil:lty to cm"rect behavior one knows 
is wrong) 
30. Post-traumatic pnychotlc behav tor showing Ll.l usi ons, 
hallucinations, deluslons, and extravagant behavior 
31. Anxiety dnd tension 
32. Convulsive seizures 
33. Changing personality profile, the emergence and sub-





SUMr1IA.B.Y C)li' :3EHIAL TE3'I'S DEVELOPED -----------
BY HENRY HEAD 
;:)j_x common objects are ]JJ.id on the table, screened 
c~:-----------1f J?--e-m-13-he------:f;8;-t~i-e-n-t-'-s-v-l:-e-v;-. -/~~p-1-c-t-u-r--e-o-f-o-l1G-e-f~t-1·le~J-bj-e-o-t--s--------=c---­
is shewn to the patient. 'I'he screen is removed_ from the 
objects and the patient is asked to point to the object 
the picture of which he has just been shown. 
Using the same objects, the pa tic-3nt is asked. to: 
1. Name the obJect pointed to by the exD.miner. 
2. Point to the object the examiner names. 
3. Natch the object to :i.ts pr:tnted mime. 
4. Indicate that object, the dupllcate of which has been 
placed in the patient 1 s nor;n.<::1l hemd out of sight. 
5. \11/rite tr1e name of the ob,ject inclicated by the examiner. 
6. Copy the printed names of the objects. 
7. Repeat the name of each object orally after the 
examiner. 
2 
Nar:~lng of Colors 
Procedure as above using eight strips of different 
colored Bilks. 
Man, Cat, and Dog Test3 
Using cards show:'Lng two out of the three (i.e., man, 
cat, and dog) :l.n six different combinr?,tlons, the patient 
is asked to: 
1. Name the various picture combinations aloud. 
2. He peat them aloud after the examiner. 
3. t~ri te the names from the Pictures. 
4. lrJrite the names from the E3xaminer 1 s oictat:ion. 
5. Copy the printed word in cursive wr:lting. 
-----·--
1
He:nry Head, }iphq,§.~.€t emc'i KindreC!, Di§or~ of ..QQ.eecl'J,. 
(London: CambrJdge University Pres:::, 1926), p. lL~9. 
2JbiQ..., p. 151. 3Jbjd., p. 153. 
?J 
The Clock rrest 4 
Using two clock faces with adjustable, metallic hands 
and the hours marked wl th Arabic numerals, the examiner 
sets one clock and asl<:s the patient to set his to the 
oral and then the printed commands of the examiner. 
Then the examiner sets one clock and asks the patient to 
tell and then write the tl me he sees on the clock. 
~ 
rrhe Coin - Bowl Test.:> 
-II----------B-s-1-ng-f-'-eu-r-ce+n-s-pl-aoed:-~n1.-:fron-t-of-f'-oui"-tro~~.d:-s-, -t!re 
pc-:tti(-'Jnt is aslwd to respond to r>uch comm~.n1ds as: 11 Put 
the firGt penny :lnto the thj.rd bowl, 11 in twelve dlfferent 
combinat:i.ons. These commands are also gj.ven ~:--tloud in 
numbers only, Le., "lr:>t in 3rd. 11 He is asked E1.lso to 
respond to the£>e commands when they arc glven to hlm in 
rtJ:r'i tten form as vmll as to read them aloud and respond 
to them. 
'J.1he Hand, Eye, _, rn 6 and bar ·.~.eGt 
The patient sits opposite the examiner and is asked 
to respond to comrnands such as 11 Left hand to left eye 11 
in fifteen different combinations by: 
1. Imitating the movement. 
2. Imi t.slting the mirror reflection of the n10vement. 
3. Imi tatj_ng tl;e plctured movement from slrnple line 
drtHtJi.ngs. 
L~. Hr1.tlng the movement demonstrated by the ex<:1miner. 
.5. t~Jrlting tt1e :novement of tt1e exarnlner frt)m the 
mirrored reflection. 
6}. i 




OUTLINE OF 'l'HE PRINCIPAL TESTS 
USED BY WEISENBURG AND MCBRIDEl 
-
-----------
Hecords of spontaneous speech and reactive responses. 




Naming of standard objects, colors, and l:tne drawings. 
Repeating 
\vords conta1n111g all English sounds, and short familiar 
phrases and sentences. 
Understanding Spoken Language 
Hesponse to everyday quest ions e,nd comments. 
Comprehension of words and sentences, as shovm by 
response to Gates Word, Phrase, and Sentence Heading 
Test, read aloud to the patient. 
Hesponse to Test of Following D:trections. 
Hesponse to tests involving the comprehension of 
spatial terms and relationships, including Head 1s 




Oral: Gates \:lord Pronunciation Test. 
Gray Oral Read 1ng Pars.graphs. 
Heading comprehension: Gates J?rimary H.eading Tests. 
Chapman Unspeeded Readtng-Comprehensi on •rest. 
Thorndike McCall Reading Scale. 
Hecords of spontaneous IITriting. 
Hriting to dictation. 
1 
Word dictation: Morrison McCall Speeling Scale. 
Sentence dictation: .Stanford Achievement Dictation 
Test 
Theodore \~eisenburg and Katherine E. McBride, 1\plJ.§lJSi~., 
A Clinical pncl _PsyQ..l}_Q.;l...Qgj..QaJ. :SJ.tlll:Y. (New Yor1{: 1J.lhe Common-
wealth Pund, 193.5), p. 135. 
Oral spelling: List of words from Gates. 
Copying: Standard paragraph. 
Arithmetic 
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Computations: Stanford Achievement Arithmetic 
Computation Test. 
Problems: Stanford Achievement Arlthmetic Reasoning 
Test. 
Language Intelligence Tests 
Controlled Association Tests. 
t------------Gpp-os-1---'c-es 
Nixed Analogieo 




Oral: Stanford Binet Vocabulary Test. 
Printed: Thorndike Test of t>Jo:rd Knowledge. 
Heproductlon of Verbal I1e.terial 
Heproduction of digit and letter sequences, series of 
nonsense syllables, disconnected itJOrdn, sentences, 
and a short story. 
"Non-language" Tests 
Formboards, imitation tests, digit-symbol substitution 
tests, dratATlng anc1 picture completions and recon-
structions: Pintner Paterson Performance Scale and 
Pintner Non-language I'ifental Test. 
Drawing 
J:i'igures reproduced iinmedia tely after presentation. 
F'rom model: Drawing of a chair. 
Dra11.ring of a man scored on the Goodenough Scale. 
APPENDIX E 
f1ENORANDU!4J: December 6, 1961 
To: Howard A. Rusk, M. D. 
From: Hartha L. rraylor 
1. When we say that speech therapy ls fe.r from sa tis factory 
-l!---'----------·we-rea-l-:ty-mea-t:r-tr-IZ·ct-our--pre-s-errt-dExy-m-e-t~h-o-cts-of-tr-ea-t-rrrent~,-----c---­
while the best available, are at best slow and pains-
taking. Sometimes the net result of treatment is simply 
the acquisition of a functional everyday noun vocabulary 
--not normal fluency. 
2. The few studies reported in the literature which offer 
any information regarding the effects of treatment have 
been done primal"ily with post-traumatic patients and they 
have never been controlled studies. 
3. Even if controlled studies were undertaken to e~amine the 
effects of language rehabilitation on aphasic patients, 
how would. we measure language proficiency'? 
a. To date there are no quantitative languc;.ge tests 
for aphasics. Available published tests are 
descriptive and diagnostic but do not quantify 
or measure function. Therefore, their use rar~ly 
constitutes a baseline score from which we can 
measure progress 1-'Ji th or without treatment. 
b. 1tjhen we com;ider language in a functional light 
we have to pay attentj.on to a patient's skill 
j.n using gesture and body movement to express 
himself despite what verbal ;::;kill he may or may 
not possess. f'1any patients would score zero on 
prGsent day so called "aphasia tests 11 since they 
are unable to produce any oral language, yet, 
their skill in expresfJing thernselves through 
gestures is such that other aphasics with con-
siderable verbal skill can't compare in their 
ability to effectively communicate. How would 
one measure this? 
Fliss Stone asks for current i.nforma.tlon pertinent to the 
institute program. We are so busy rendering intensive and 
comprehensive service to a large group of aphaslc patients 
and. their families that we have had little time to put any-
thing sm paper. Hence, i-ve ha.ve no "statistlcs 11 or literature 
-2-
available other than publications designed for the family 
like Qnderst~ding i\uhasia. ~rhere is no doubt in rny mind 
that we have the most effective total program for aphasic 
patients in the country and we do welcome any visitors to 
observe the operation first hand and discuss it with us. 
77 
We do use a quantitative aphasla test we deslgned for our 
own use and study. 1l1he :information we get from this test ls 
functionally equated and· tells us and the rest of the team 
l-Vhere the i)atient stands at each stage of his treatment 




respond to one 1 s n<').me, etc. Our test procedures have been 
used experimentally here for two years but will not be 
available for publication until more data has been collected 
and norms established for a normal population. 
As for the question "How effectively is speech therapy being 
ir1tegrateCl. into the total cerebro-vascular rehabilitation 
program in America today?" Host rehabilitation centers, 
regardlesfo of their f3ize, employ at least one speech 
therapist. In view of the large numbers of post oerebro·-
vascular accident patients t1ho t:l.re admitted to rehabilttatton 
C·ente:t"s, hemiplegic aphasics conGt i tute a bulk of the speech 
therapist 1 s case load in mo<>t areas. The t\Tork of the speech 
therapist is ~sually an integral part of the total rehabilita-
tion proe;:t•am. I should mention, however, tho.t only· a few of 
these therapists v-Jho Dtre working dir"ctly with language dis-
abled patients in rehabilitation centers have had any sig-
nificant or intensive experience with this patient. The 
practical aspects of the management of the cerebro-vascular 
patient is generally not included in the speech therapist's 
trainlng program. ':Che ne1.::d for more adequately prep1-1red 
therapists in this specific area is tremendous. There are 
few speech therapy training centers in the country prepared 
to take on this aspect of training because of limited experi-
enced fe.culty and inadequate clinical facilities. 
